OCTOBER 2019

Story Spark News
“Building brains and bonds through books!”
Celebrating 1 month and 6 classes!
I can’t even believe it! We have spent over a month together in the new Story Spark! In 6 weeks,
our little ones have learned, played, and explored so much together! Colors, elephants, math
concepts, hispanic heritage appreciation, and so much more. Thanks to everyone for your
continued support. I love that Story Spark is also a community, and I am grateful for every member
of this community.

Book Spotlight: Math Books
Concept of Numbers (Counting, quantity, adding, subtracting)
5 Little Monkeys Sitting in a Tree by Eileen Christelow
Hippos Go Berserk by Sandra Boynton
Doggies/Perritos by Sandra Boynton
Snoopy’s Book of Numbers
Ten Little Fingers & Ten Little Toes by Men Fox
Los elefantes/Little Elephants (Spanish Nursery Rhyme)
Ten Little Fist by Audrey Wood
Hoot: A Hide and Seek Book of Counting by Tiger Tales
10 Noisy Rickshaws by Reena Puri and Mital Telhan
Size (and Order)
Goldilocks and the Three Bears
The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Big Little by Leslie Patricelli
Shapes, Size, and Positional Words
Changes Changes by Pat Hutchins
Las Formas de Bebe Serpiente by Neecy Twinum
Concept of Time
Waiting is Not Easy by Mo Willems
10 Minutes til Bedtime by Peggy Rathman
Weight
Who Sank the Boat by Pamela Allen

Ms. Annika’s
Contact Info
214-478-4633
storysparkamarillo.com
Please feel free to
contact me as needed.
I GREATLY appreciate
you all letting me know
of absences.
As a mom, especially
since my kids attend
classes, I can’t tell you
how much this means to
me!

These are just the books I personally own and love! But there are so many more! Reading is a
great way to reinforce math concepts, but the best way to teach and learn them is through play
and everyday activities. Try pointing math concepts out in the car, in the kitchen or at mealtimes!
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Communication is Power!
From learning Spanish, Sign Language, and how to share and work together, your little ones’ brains
sure are growing! Some of our little ones are really picking up on our signs, but no pressure!
Remember that signing can simply enhance our verbal communication! Here are some of our latest
signs.
Hi/hola

Dance/bailar

Bye/Adios

Count/contar

Friends/amigos

Tree/arbol

Elephant/elefante

Fall/otoño

Read/leer

Leaf/hoja

Sing/cantar

Cow/vaca

For additional Sign Language resources, visit:
lifeprint.com
babysignlanguage.com
handspeak.com

Practice our farewell song with your little one,
and try adding a few signs at a time, from stars,
spark, books, more, play, fun, and next!
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